
1.Specification:
Weight: 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 5kg
Material:Cast iron
Usage: Ladies and kids fitness
Shape: Bone shaped
Color: Red, blue, purple, pink, green, orange
MOQ: 2tons
Payment: TT, LC, ect
Delivery: warehouse stock products with in 7days
                Others within 20 workdays

2.Total Body Toning:

Different weights allow for a wide variety of exercises 
Free weight training emphasizes functional movement 
Target specific muscles or perform full body workouts 
Adds resistance to cardio training
Dumbbell exercise activites for kids can keep the fit and healthy.
It also hepl them to gross motor skills, agility mucles and brain development
Dumbbell exercise can keep the doctor away
Dumbbell exercise for ladies can keep your body fit, slim.
It also devolpes your cultivation of mind. To be a graceful lady, dumbbell exercise is a
benefit choice.



3.Quality Construction: 

Made to last rep after rep 
Features balanced cast iron core 
Rubber coating provides a solid grip while preventing damage to your floor

4. Related Products:

     

               Dumbbell Stand                                         Item: XY-YLJS002

             Item: XY1002-1                             Item: XY1003



             Item: XY1004                                             Item: XY1005

5. Package and Delivery

Package: First, put dumbbell into Plybag 
                Then, put into cartons
                 Last, packaged by plywood pallet or wooden case
Delivery: Within 20 workdays after payment.

6.
Company

Shandong Xingya Sports Fitness Inc. is a factory and trading company. 
We mainly produce weightlifting bars, weight plates, dumbbells, kettlebells, fitness balls, 
storage racks, power racks and other strength accessories . With high quality and competitive price, 
our products are mainly exported to Europe, America, the Middle East, South Asia and other nations.
We always believing in that good service and high quality is a soul of a company. 
We sincerely hope to establish long-term business relation with you. 
Could you kindly consider us?

7. Exhibition

We attend the Canton Fair in 2016. We met many friends from wordwide. They are very kind and
impressed with our produccts, 
such as, dumbbells, kettlebells, wall balls.We have made many orders from our clients we met on the
canton fair. This is really our honour 
to make friends with our clients and they satisfied with our quality and service. We always remembering
quality first. 



 


